Impact of Phenazine-1-carboxylic acid upon Biofilm Development in the Rhizosphere of Dryland and Irrigated Wheat.
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Rhizobacterial biofilms are important sinks for plant-derived carbon and sources of organic matter in soil. Phenazine-1-carboxylic acid (PCA), a bacterial metabolite that has been shown to promote biofilm development via reduction of iron in culture [1], has been observed in concentrations up to 1 μg/g root in the rhizospheres of dryland, but not irrigated, cereal monocultures throughout the low-precipitation zone of the Columbia Plateau [2]. Because soils in this area are particularly susceptible to loss of organic matter and erosion due to widespread, long-term conventional tillage practices, we are investigating the impact of PCA upon storage of plant-derived carbon in rhizobacterial biofilms under both dryland and irrigated conditions. We hypothesize that PCA promotes accumulation of extracellular polymeric substances (EPS) in the rhizosphere, especially under dryland conditions.

Our approach involves microscopic comparisons of biofilms formed by a PCA-producing fluorescent pseudomonad strain (PCA⁺) and an isogenic mutant impaired in PCA synthesis (PCA⁻) grown on wheat roots. In order to simulate dryland and irrigated soil moisture conditions, the wheat is planted in soil-filled columns within a growth chamber imposing temperature, humidity, and soil-moisture controls. We are comparing root-colonization patterns using confocal microscopy, extent and morphology of biofilm matrices using focused-ion-beam SEM, and nano-structural characteristics of biofilm matrices using helium-ion microscopy. Non-inoculated controls have been established in these experiments to account for endophytic bacteria introduced from the seed and bulk soil bacteria that have survived soil autoclaving.

The soil-grown root systems in our experiments have robust rhizo-sheaths (Figure 1), such that representative colonies are easier to identify on roots grown on filter paper (Figure 2). However, we have observed some consistent colony morphologies on soil-grown root surfaces, (Figure 3). Additional sample comparisons using the variety of imaging techniques described above are expected to confirm that the PCA⁺ strain consistently produces more EPS than the PCA⁻ strain under dryland and irrigated conditions [3].
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**Figure 1.** Soil-grown roots from the growth chamber experiments have robust rhizo-sheaths, which complicate identification of representative colonies at root surfaces.

**Figure 2.** Representative colony morphologies on roots grown on filter paper. Upper images are PCA+ colonies, while lower images are PCA− colonies. More sample comparisons are required to determine whether these distinct colony morphologies are consistent.

**Figure 3.** Colonies on soil-grown roots. The left image is a PCA+ colony, while the right image is a PCA− colony. Larger bacteria in the PCA− colony are most likely endophytes introduced from the seed, or bulk soil bacteria that survived soil autoclaving.